How to reach us
The venue
IPSP2017 will take place at the Polo Scientifico e Tecnologico “Fabio Ferrari” of the University of Trento (Povo 1 and Povo 2 Buildings – via Sommarive
5 and 9, Povo, Trento) and at the Department of Physics (Povo 0 Building,
Edulab Laboratories – via Sommarive 14, Povo, Trento).
The three buildings are sited in Povo, in the eastern hills of Trento, in the area
surrounding the city.

How to reach Trento
By train

The main lines that reach Trento are:
 the Brennero line (from Rome to Innsbruck)
 the Valsugana line (from Venice to Trento); from Venice it may be faster
to take a train to Verona and then from Verona to Trento (Brennero line)
For further information on train connections, please visit the Trenitalia website (Gruppo Ferrovie dello Stato Italiane).
By car

It is also possible to reach Trento by the following roads:
 Strada Statale dell’Abetone e del Brennero (SS12)
 Autostrada del Brennero (A22 motorway, from Modena to Brennero), Trento Sud exit
 Superstrada della Valsugana (SS47), for those coming from Venezia
 Strada Statale Gardesana Occidentale (SS45 bis), for those coming from
Brescia
By plane

The main airports are:
 Verona Catullo (90 km from Trento)
 Venezia Marco Polo (195 km from Trento)
 Milano Linate (245 km from Trento)
 Milano Malpensa (300 km from Trento)
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How to travel in Trento
Trento has an efficient urban travel system run by Trentino Trasporti Spa
Taxis can be booked on the phone number (+39) 0461 930002.

How to reach Povo, the venue of IPSP2017
The participants may reach Povo, the venue of IPSP2017:
by bus nr. 5: departure in front of the railway station, 15 minutes trip, arrival
at the bus stop called “Povo Facoltà di Scienze” (via Castel di Pietrapiana, Povo); the bus tickets have to be bought before getting on the bus
by bus nr. 5/ (cinque barrato): departure in front of the railway station,
from 07:53 to 09:54 only, 15 minutes trip, arrival at the bus stop called
“Povo Polo scientifico est” (via Sommarive, Povo); the bus tickets have
to be bought before getting on the bus

SEE ALSO THE IPSP2017 VENUE MAP
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